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Abstract:  
This paper presents a Human-Computer Cooperation (HCC) platform, which permits the 
coordination between the user and the tool to improve the development of real-time control 
applications (e.g. mobile robots). These applications have functional (robot objectives) and temporal 
requirements to accomplish (deadlines guarantee of tasks). The simulation tool has been designed 
in order to permit the testing and validation of these two requirements. To this end, the tool is 
composed of two independent simulators interconnected through a shared memory: the robot 
simulator (functional level) and the real-time task scheduler simulator (task execution level). Robotic 
applications can be defined with the robot simulator while the real-time scheduler simulator permits 
to analyze the schedulability of the robotic tasks. The real-time task simulator incorporates a flexible 
task model where the task temporal parameters (e.g. computation time) adapt to the requirements of 
the application (e.g. number of objects in scenes), thus, the use of the CPU is not overestimated. A 
key issue of the framework is the human-computer interface, which allows the monitoring of different 
parameters of the application: robot objectives, task schedule, robot speed, computation time, CPU 
utilization, deadline misses. The usefulness of the simulation tool is shown through different robotic 
navigation experiments. Finally, the simulation tool has been used to evaluate the proposed flexible 
model of tasks compared to a traditional fixed temporal parameters task model. Results show that 
the robot fulfills the objectives earlier, about 32% on average, and consumes on average about 15% 
less CPU to accomplish the objectives. 
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Complex real-time control applications (e.g. robotics, avionics) are composed mainly of hard and soft 
real-time tasks [1]. Missing a deadline in hard real-time tasks may result in severe malfunction of the system, 
however in soft real-time tasks, deadline misses may be tolerated with a graceful degradation of system 
performance. This paper is concerned with hard real-time tasks involved in the design of real-time control 
applications. These tasks are composed of three main parameters: deadline, period and computation time. 
Control applications (i.e. mobile robots) perform their activities in dynamic and unpredictable environments. 
The number of objects contained in the scenes should have influence in the variation of the computation time 
of the tasks, that is, the computation time should vary proportionally to the number of objects detected in the 
scenes. Moreover, the speed should inversely influence the deadlines and periods of the tasks: increasing 
the speed implies a decrease of the periods/deadlines and vice-versa. The malfunction of mobile robots in a 
factory where coexist with personnel, may inflict human accidents and hardware damage, thus this 
application requires hard real-time categorization. 
Regarding the robotic application, task models with fixed temporal parameters [2] are not appropriate 
because the design of the temporal parameters are overestimated (i.e. the computation time is the worst 
case execution time that corresponds to an environment with a plethora of objects), this situation can lead to 
a waste of the resources of the system (i.e. CPU). However, if the parameters are designed according to the 
requirements of the application (i.e. computation depends on the number of objects) then the resources are 
used conveniently [3]. In this paper presents a human-computer framework where the temporal parameters 
adapt to the requirements of the application. Using functions, the programmer can define the relation 
between the parameters of the application and the temporal parameters of the tasks. These functions can be 
programmed in the development tool that has been designed. The tool permits to define on the one hand the 
robotic application (e.g. objectives, obstacles, etc.) and on the other hand, the real-time tasks that support 
the execution of the application (i.e. obstacle avoidance).  
 
Even though simulation tools of control applications (i.e. robots) are fully available [4], [5], they do not 
integrate the scheduling level that allows to prove the guarantee of the correct temporal behavior of the 
processes of the application. Instead, this paper presents a simulator which implements the hard real-time 
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schedulers [6]–[9]. The framework implements two independent simulators, which are interconnected 
through a shared memory: the robot simulator and the real-time task scheduler simulator. The robot 
simulator allows the user to define the working scene and the robotic application (functional level). The real-
time task scheduler (task execution level) permits the user to define the set of tasks composing the 
application and to configure the functions relating the temporal parameters with the application. The 
scheduler selects in run-time the next task to be executed according to EDF policy [10] and guarantee that 
the set of tasks is schedulable at any time. Whenever a change on the workload arises, the EDF test is 
applied. We have selected EDF due to its low run-time overhead, which is convenient for the adjustments of 
the proposed flexible model of tasks. EDF is based on a periodic task model that permits to define robotic 
applications. 
The actions performed by the tasks in the scheduler simulator (e.g. change speed) are transmitted to the 
robotic simulator for visualizing the simulation (i.e. increase/decrease the speed of the robot) through human-
computer interface. Moreover, the robot simulator provides to the scheduler simulator through the shared 
memory, information related to the robot and its environment (i.e. crowded zone that implies speed 
reduction), which affect the change of the temporal constraints of the tasks (i.e. increase of the deadlines). 
Likewise, the monitoring of parameters of both of the simulators: robot progression, task execution schedule, 
speed, computation time, CPU utilization, deadline misses can be tracked in the framework. 
Experiments of robot navigating in different environments (i.e. varying number of obstacles) are carried 
out to show how the tool serve as useful test-bed for the analysis of the behaviour of robotic applications. 
The presented tool is used to compare the proposed flexible task model that adapts to the environment to a 
task model where the temporal parameters are fixed (e. g. cannot adapt to speed changes). The analysis is 
performed with the different windows provided by the tool. The final results show that the flexible model 
improves the utilization of CPU in 15% on average, and the time of accomplishing the robot objectives, on 
average, in 32%. 
The paper is organized as follows: After the introduction, section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 
presents the real-time tasks scheduler simulator. Section 4 details the robot simulator and the possibilities to 
define the scenarios. Section 5 details the simulators interaction. Robotic navigation experiments and 
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evaluation of the performances of two task models is performed in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes the 
conclusions. 
 
II. Related work 
Rui Liu et al, describes in [11] and extensive review of the Natural-language-facilitated human-robot 
cooperation (NLC), where natural language and human movements are captured by robot sensors to 
cooperate in different fields: manufacturing, personal assistance and health cares. They also analyze the 
robot cognition level during the cooperation task, either training, control, task manager and social companion. 
Compared to this work, our platform is focused on the human interaction with robots to accomplish real-time 
deadlines and optimize the resource utilization. 
Important amount of research have addressed the Human-Computer Cooperation (HCC) in robotic 
applications like imitation learning, learning by demonstration, cognitive systems, natural language 
recognition etc. [12][13][14]. However, more related to our work, there are some papers that focus on task 
planning related to human-computer coordination. Agostini, Torras, and Wörgötter [15] proposes a decision-
making algorithm to schedule human-robot tasks based on STRIPS-like operators. Kwon and Suh [16] 
proposes a proactive planner with the use of temporal Bayesian networks to find feasible allocations of tasks. 
Their probabilistic estimation makes it not applicable to hard real-time tasks, what is the focus of our 
contribution.  
Sekiyama, et al. in [17], allocate assembly tasks to humans and robots based on the stochastic petri nets. 
Multiple-Objective Optimization is conducted based on task finish time and payment cost of each assembly 
strategy configuration. 
Gombolay et al. [18] propose a scheduling algorithm for the coordination of heterogeneous multi-agent 
systems, composed of humans and robots. As in our work, multiple robots working and moving in the same 
physical area, and a mixed-integer linear program is formulated to solve the problem of task assignment. 
Compared to the EDF scheduling proposed in our work, the linear programing produces a static solution 
before the start of operation, and does not adapt to the changes that arise during the run. The same authors 
[19] also present intelligent scheduling techniques showing that humans proceeded as safe guards of robot 
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behavior, and have a large range of improvisation in the decision-making, sometimes contrary to the 
decision-making authority. 
Frontoni [20] presents a framework developed in Matlab to experiment and explore algorithms, which 
perform typical tasks carried out by a mobile robot, such as obstacle avoidance. The main feature of this 
simulator is the possibility to transmit these algorithms to a real robot. 
To the best of our knowledge, none of them solve dynamically the accomplishment of hard real-time tasks 
for robot coordination and at the same time propose and interactive HCC framework to help in this interaction. 
 
 
III. Real-time task scheduler simulator 
The scheduler is an essential part of the simulation tool, because it guarantees the execution of the hard 
real-time tasks of the robot. Moreover, the scheduler has to face the temporal constraint variations when the 
system interacts with the environment. 
A. Task model 
The robot executes hard real-time periodic tasks. The set of periodic tasks is defined as: 
},...,{ 21 nTTTT = . Each periodic task is defined by its temporal constraints: },,{ iiii DPCT =  where iC  is 
the computation time, iP  the period and iD  the deadline. In each instant, the scheduler selects the next task 
to be executed following the EDF policy [10]. That is, the task with the nearest deadline. Finally, the 
scheduler simulator communicates to the robot simulator which task has been selected. And then the robot 
simulator shows the action performed by this task. The scheduler simulator permits the user to introduce a 





Fig. 1: Interface used to introduce and modify tasks. 
 
The proposed flexible task model takes into account two kinds of environment variations that influence 
the temporal constraints of the tasks: the variations on the number of obstacles detected and the variations 
on the robot speed. The variation on the number of obstacles detected affects the computation time of the 
tasks. This relation is defined by the linear function nmCi += δ·  where iC  is the computation time of the 
task i, δ  is the number of obstacles detected and nm,  are values defined by the user. 
In the same way, a robot speed variation influences the deadline of the tasks. In this case, the variation is 
defined by the linear function tkDi += γ·  where iD  is the deadline of the task i, γ  is the speed of the robot 
and tk,  are values defined by the user. As mentioned above, the user defines the parameters knm ,,  and t  









Fig. 2: Interface used to define the parameters: a) computation time function C. b) deadline function D. 
 
The computation time variations and/or the deadline variations of the tasks could lead to the 
unschedulability of the set of tasks. This may happen if the deadline is reduced and/or the computation time 








CU  is 
satisfied whenever a change of the load arises.  
In the schedulability test, U  represents the processor utilization, n  is the number of tasks, iC  is the 
computation time of the task i and iP  is the period of the task i. When the processor utilization U  is close to 
1, the scheduler reduces the speed of the robot. This reduction implies an increase of the deadlines of some 
tasks, therefore the system workload is reduced. 
The graphical user interface designed facilitates the control and monitoring of the simulation. Regarding 
the control, the user can pause, stop and resume the execution at any time. In addition, the user can perform 






Fig. 3: Simulator interface. 
Regarding the simulation monitoring, the simulator shows a set of graphs where the evolution of the 
parameters is represented. One of these graphs, the task execution schedule (Fig. 4), shows on a timeline 
which task is being executed in each moment. In this graph, the horizontal axis shows the time in seconds 
and the vertical axis shows the defined tasks. The Idle task represents the idle time of the processor. 
 
Fig. 4: Task execution schedule. 
In the graphs of Fig. 5 the computation time and deadline of each task, the percentage of processor 




Fig. 5: Graphs that represent the evolution of the parameters: a) Robot speed b) Task Computation c) 
Processor Utilization d) Task Deadline. 
 
 
IV. Robot simulator 
The robot simulator executes the task selected by the scheduler. In this simulator, the aim of the robot is 
to reach a list of control points that are specified by the user. In order to reach these points, the implemented 
tasks cooperate. Moreover, these tasks may involve an interaction with the environment that affects the 
result of their execution. The following paragraph explains in detail how the simulator works and its graphical 
interface. 
Firstly, the user introduces the information about the environment (the size of the scenario, the position 
and radius of the obstacles and the position of the control points) and then the information about the robot 
(its initial position and the range of its sensors). The interface of Fig. 6 shows the information introduced by 
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the user through a drawing of the scenario. Moreover, the user can save and load scenarios, allowing to 
combine different scenarios with different set of tasks in a simulation. The interface used to define the 
environment and the robot information is shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 
Fig. 6: HCC Interface used to design scenarios. 
 
Secondly, and once all the information is defined, the simulator stores it in a data structure. When the 
simulation starts, the scheduler simulator indicates to the robot simulator what task should be executed. 
Immediately, the robot simulator executes the code associated with this task. When the executed task 
interacts with the environment, the data structure mentioned previously is accessed. Then, the robot 
simulator reads and/or modifies this information. Finally, the simulator updates the environment and the robot 
at any time, so that the user knows in run-time the state of the scenario during the simulation. 
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As mentioned above, the tasks implemented in the simulator are oriented to achieve an overall goal: the 
robot has to reach the different control points defined by the user. Thus, the simulator implements the 
following tasks:  
• Environment observation: reads the sensors to detect the nearby obstacles. If an obstacle is found 
within the range of the sensor, it is counted. 
• Path calculation: simulates the calculation of the path that the robot has to follow to reach the next 
control point. The task takes into account the obstacles location provided by the task “Environment 
observation” to calculate the path. 
• Actuation: simulates the activation of the actuators to move the robot. The task uses the path 
provided by the task “Path calculation”. 
• Speed variation: varies the robot speed depending on the number of obstacles counted by the task 
“Environment observation”. If there are no detected obstacles, the task considers that the speed 
could be increased, because there is no danger of collision and vice versa. The fact that the robot 
does not find obstacles is used to predict that it is in an obstacle-free environment, with a high 
probability of continuing not encountering obstacles. When obstacles are detected, the robot predicts 
that it is operated in an environment with less freedom of movement. 
Other tasks can be included easily in the simulator for other applications. Also, as future work, authors 
want to introduce an easier interface for describing tasks. 
The user interface of the simulator shows the scenario at any moment (obstacles, position of the robot, 
range of its sensors, control points to reach, robot speed, etc.). Therefore, the user can verify and 
understand the context of the simulation. Moreover, the user can direct the movement of the robot during the 





Fig. 7: Robot simulator interface. 
 
 
V. Interaction between simulators  
Once both simulators are implemented, they are interconnected through a shared memory and message 
passing as can be seen in Fig. 8. When the robot has to achieve a goal, it defines the processes involved in 
that goal. These processes are mapped to specific tasks that the scheduler has to execute. 
 




The internal memory of the robot simulator stores information, which is only used by the robot as the 
obstacles of the scenarios, the control points, the position of the robot and the last path calculated. On the 
other hand, the shared memory stores information that is needed by both, the scheduler and the robot 
simulators such as, the robot speed and the detected obstacles.  
When a task reaches its deadline, the task controller is started (Fig. 8). The task controller then reads the 
detected number of obstacles and the robot speed from the shared memory. Using this information and the 
iC  and iD  functions, it calculates the new computation time and the new deadline of the task. Later on, the 
scheduler simulator checks that the new set of tasks is schedulable. If so, then the next task to be executed 
is selected. Otherwise, the speed controller reduces the speed until the schedulability is achieved. 
 
For the proposed example, the tasks use the memories as follows: 
• Environment observation: reads from the robot simulator memory all the obstacles of the scenario, 
the current position of the robot and the range of the sensors. Using this information, this task 
calculates the obstacles detected by the robot. The number of obstacles is stored in the shared 
memory. 
• Path calculation: reads from the robot simulator memory the next control point to be reached and the 
current position of the robot. It also reads the detected obstacles from the shared memory. Using this 
information, the path to be followed by the robot is calculated. This path is stored in the robot 
simulator memory. 
• Actuation: reads from the robot simulator memory, the last path calculated. From this information, 
the task calculates the new position of the robot and stores it in the memory of the robot simulator. 
• Speed variation: reads from the shared memory the number of detected obstacles. Based on this 
information, this task calculates the new speed, which is stored in the shared memory. 
 
The simulators have been developed in c++ language using de Integrated Development Environment 
C++ Builder from Embarcadero [21], an integrated development environment which allows to combine easily 
the design of graphical interfaces and the low-level programming. The framework is composed of a set of 






Fig. 9: Relationship between classes. R: read. W: write. 
 
 
The most relevant classes are: 
• Task class: contains the temporal constraints of a task (deadline, computation time, etc.) and its 
associated computation time iC  and deadline iD  functions. 
• Scheduler class: implements the scheduler algorithms to execute the tasks, which remain stored in a 
linked list. Moreover, it updates the temporal constraints of the tasks using the information stored in 
the shared memory and the iC  and iD  functions. The methods of the class permit to know which 
task should be executed at any time. 
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• Processor class: implements the code of the tasks. When it receives the id of a task (provided by the 
scheduler class), it executes its associated method. The execution can alter the status of the 
scenario, in this case the scenario class is accessed. Some tasks, like environment observation and 
speed variation, update the information stored in the shared memory. 
• Scenario class: stores the information related to the robot and the environment (obstacles, control 
points, robot position, etc.) in a data structure. This class provides methods to introduce, modify and 
retrieve the status of the scenario. Some relevant structures used by this class, such as the robot, 
the obstacles or the control points, are implemented using defined types. 
 
 
VI. Experimental evaluation 
In order to show the usefulness and flexibility of the simulation tool when analyzing the performance of 
algorithms involved in the design of real-time robotic applications, the proposed flexible task model is 
compared to a traditional task model with fixed temporal parameters. The arrival time of the robots and the 
CPU utilization are evaluated to test the performance of our proposal (configuration A), which is compared 
with a system of fixed temporal constraints (configuration B). In the definition of both experiments, the risk 
level considered is the same. A simplified example of only 4 tasks has been used to illustrate the adjustment 
mechanism of the proposed model A.  
The two different configurations are set up as follows: 
• Configuration A: The temporal constraints of the tasks vary depending on the robot speed and the 
number of obstacles detected as shown in equation iC  and iD . 
• Configuration B: The temporal constraints of the tasks are fixed. Their values are defined off-line as: 
- The computation time is the worst-case execution time corresponding to a situation when the robot 
detects the maximum number of obstacles. 
- The robot speed is chosen in a way that minimizes the risk of collision (90 mm/s) 
- The deadline is calculated according to the previous robot speed. 
The simulated robot is inspired in the khepera robot that has two wheels and 6 infrared sensors for 
obstacle avoidance. The speed of the robot has a range of [0, 1m/s].  
A. Experiment definition 
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The experiment is defined as follows: the robot must reach a control point in an environment plenty of 
obstacles. The parameters used to define the scenario are shown in Table 1. It is worth noting that the origin 
of the coordinates (0, 0) is located in the upper left corner of the scenario, as is shown in Fig. 10.  
 









s Initial position 
(mm): 
(150,850) 
Initial angle: 0º 
Range of the 
sensors: 
100 mm 






















Table 1: Scenario parameters of the experiment. 
 
 
The initial position of the robot is (150 mm, 850 mm) and its initial speed is 100 mm/s. Its goal is to reach 
the control point (875 mm, 125 mm) located at the other end of the scenario. During its trajectory, the robot 
will find many obstacles. The Fig. 10 shows the scenario during the simulation of this experiment.  
As mentioned above, this experiment is executed using A and B configurations. Next, the parameters of 





Fig. 10: Scenario during the simulation of the experiment 
 
 
- Configuration A: Using variable temporal constraints. 
This configuration uses the characteristics of the flexible task model. Thus, the temporal constraints of the 
tasks vary depending on the speed of the robot and/or the number of obstacles detected. These variations 
are defined by the functions 
 
Ci  and 
 
Di which are expressed in the Table 2. We assume that the frequency 
of the sensory tasks depends on the speed of the robot because as the speed increases the reaction time to 
avoid the potential collisions decreases. Therefore the frequency of these tasks must increase. In relation to 
the computation time of the observation tasks, it increases with the number of obstacles detected in the 
neighbor environment of the robot because the task has to calculate the distance to each obstacle to obtain 
a map of the environment.  
Regarding the iC  function, the value of the independent term corresponds to the computation time when 
the robot does not detect obstacles 0=δ . These values have been assigned taking into account the nature 
of each task. The dependent term of the function iC  determines how the computation time will vary with 
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respect to the number of detected obstacles variations. “Environment observation” and “Path calculation” 
tasks have different dependent terms to cause different behavior in the simulation. “Actuation” and “Speed 





Task 1: Environment 
observation 
4·5.01 += δC  
14·011.01 +−= γD  
Task 2: Path calculation 
3·25.02 += δC  
19·011.02 +−= γD  
Task 3: Actuation 
13 =C  
193 =D  
Task 4: Speed variation 
24 =C  
15·01.04 +−= γD  
 
Table 2: Functions used for the tasks in the configuration A. 
 
Regarding the iD  function, the value of the independent term corresponds to the deadline when the 
robot speed is equal to zero 0=γ . These values have been assigned taking into account the nature of each 
task. The dependent term of the iD  function determines how the deadline will vary with respect to the speed 
variations. The dependent term is negative in order to allow the deadline decrease when the speed 
increases. The values have been assigned taking into account that the speed range is normally between 0 
mm/s and 1000 mm/s. “Speed variation” task has a different dependent term to cause different behavior in 
the simulation (change its frequency). “Actuation” task has the dependent term equal to zero, because it is 
considered that its deadline is constant. 
 
- Configuration B: Using fixed temporal constraints. 
In this case, the computation time is selected for the more critical situation of the experiment (i.e. worst-
case execution time) and the deadline is selected according to a speed that minimizes the risk of collision 





Task 1: Environment 
observation 
71 =C  
131 =D  
Task 2: Path calculation 
42 =C  
182 =D  
Task 3: Actuation 
13 =C  
193 =D  
Task 4: Speed variation 
24 =C  
144 =D  
 
Table 3: Functions used for the tasks in the configuration B. 
 
B. Experimental results 
- Configuration A: Using variable temporal constraints. 
After the execution of the experiment, the simulator shows the following results: 
While there are no obstacles, the task 4 (speed variation) increases the speed, because there is no 
danger of collision. This can be seen in the Fig. 11a.  
At time 5s (point A in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11), the robot speed exceeds 100 mm/s (Fig. 11a). Consequently, 
the deadline of the task 4 (speed variation) is reduced in one unit (Fig. 11d). As a result of this decrease, the 





Fig. 11: Evolution of the parameters using the configuration A: a) Robot speed b) Task computation time c) 
Processor utilization d) Task deadline. 
 
At time 52 s (point B in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) the robot detects two obstacles. After that, the computation 
time of the task 1 (environment observation) is increased in one unit. This increase is applied when the task 
reaches its deadline, which is at time 60 s (Fig. 11b). In this way, the percentage of processor utilization is 
increased again. When the task which varies the speed (Task 4) is executed at time 54 s, it decreases the 
speed, because there is danger of collision.  
At time 65 s the robot detects four obstacles. Consequently, the task 1 and 2 increase their computation 
time in one unit. This increase is applied when the tasks reach their deadline, which is at time 68 s and 72 s 
respectively (Fig. 11b). In this way, the percentage of processor utilization is increased again.  
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At time 85 s (point C in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) the robot detects six obstacles and the task 1 increases its 
computation time in one unit. This increase implies an excessive workload for the processor. So, in order to 
secure that the percentage of processor utilization does not exceed 100%, the system reduces the speed of 
the robot to 90 mm/s (Fig. 11a). Therefore, the deadlines of the tasks increase and the percentage of 
processor utilization remains bellow 100%. 
Thereafter, the robot leaves the area with obstacles (point D in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11), so the computation 
time of the tasks and the workload of the processor are decreased. Consequently, the speed is increased 
again. 
 
Fig. 12: Task execution schedule of experiment using the configuration A. 
 
It can be seen in Fig. 12 how the computation time, deadlines and periods of task 1 and task 2 vary along 
the time to accomplish the robot goal.  
 
- Configuration B: Using fixed temporal constraints. 
 
Fig. 13: Task execution schedule of experiment using the configuration B 
 
It can be seen in Fig. 13 that the temporal constraints of the tasks are constant and equal to the values 
defined in Table 3.  
 
C. Comparative analysis 
The two task models have been evaluated over 200 different scenarios using a varied number of tasks (4-
20). In these scenarios, the numbers of obstacles and their positions have been selected randomly as well 
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as the robot position. Likewise, the computation time, the deadlines and the periods have been randomly 
generated by composing utilization task sets in the range of 40% to 90% CPU utilization. The arrival time of 
the robot to the destination and the processor utilization of the system to accomplish the objective are 
evaluated using both configurations. The average results can be appreciated in the Figure 14 and 15. 
 

















Fig. 14: Arrival time  
 




















Fig. 15: Processor utilization  
 
From the comparative chart shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, it can be concluded that, for the same robot 
application (defined in Fig 10): 
- The configuration A reduces the processor utilization in 15%. 
- Using the configuration A, the robot needs a 32 % less time to achieve its goal than using the configuration 
B. 
- The configuration A reduces in 42% the time dedicated by the CPU to execute the tasks. 
Consequently, the flexible task model of the developed simulator allows to conclude that the time of 
achieving the robot goal and the workload of the processor have been decreased significantly compared to a 
fixed-characteristic task model.  
 
VIII. Conclusions 
This paper presents a human-computer cooperation framework for real-time robotic applications. This tool 
is composed of a scheduler simulator and a robot simulator. The robot simulator permits to define robotic 
applications and the scheduler simulator allows defining task models and scheduling algorithms for the 
guarantee of the execution of the tasks of these applications. The implementation and the interconnection of 
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the two simulators have been presented. A flexible scheduler has been incorporated in the simulation 
environment, which allows the tasks adapt their temporal constraints to the environment characteristics. 
 
In order to show the usefulness of the proposed simulation framework for analyzing and evaluating real-
time robotic systems, different robotic applications have been simulated. The tool allows us the monitoring 
and visualization of the execution of the robot objectives, as well as the trace of the detailed execution of the 
tasks using the chronograms. Moreover, it has permitted us to compare the behaviour of two different 
schedulers. One using fixed temporal parameters and a flexible scheduler using adaptive parameters 
depending on the environment of the robot. The results show that the proposed flexible algorithm improves 
on 15% the processor utilization and reduces the time needed to achieve the goals in 32%. 
IX. Future work 
As a future work, we plan to improve the way the user may define the tasks in the system, moving from C 
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